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RAECO Platform

Dear Brothers staff

Another more year had been added to our company age of our technical and 
successes seemed clearly visible and the company name been known in every place 
of excellence sprawling across the Sultanate of Oman. This would not be possible 
without your fruitful efforts and your initiatives full of experience and the bright 
vision for the development of the work and continue to complete the message carried 
out by the Rural Areas Electricity Company to light all the areas and throughout the 
franchise.

The company makes all efforts to move forward in the application of all that is 
necessary to accomplish its tasks in accordance with the best available technology.

  Rural Areas Electricity Company will enter a new era in the production of electrical 
energy in Oman, using renewable energy to supply electricity to its customers this 
era , by using of the solar energy and all the wind energy hoped it could contribute 
to reduce the operating expenses of electricity production and reduce the gases 
emissions that pollute the environment .This technology  would not see the light 
without the efforts of the staff of the company and interest in all efforts have been 
made to be applied professionally to all of you in this achievement.

Finally, we can only raise to the builder of Oman His Majesty the Sultan all the 
meanings of covenant loyalty and faithfulness renewing the Covenant to go forward 
in order to involve in the development of our country Sultanate of Oman under the 
wise leadership basing all the wise direction.

Engineer / Hamed bin Salim Al Magdheri
Chief Editor
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MESSAGE 
FROM

MANAGING EDITOR

Managing Editor Speech

Thus, curtain has folded

Here we bid farewell to the year and welcome the new year ..So the curtain has folded on the last year 
and big part of the age and long time gone with its hopes and pains, advantages and disadvantages, and 
the joys and sadness, and all absent may be due, and all the missing may be restored, and all the going 
may recover except the age and the time elapsed and time wasted, said Imam Ali take the advantages 
of the opportunities because they pass like the clouds.

The past year, was part of our lives and decrease lack of our ages, the sense of time-no matter how long 
its duration, and great in term the Day of Resurrection we will be asked how we spent it.

The train of the time goes on his high speed, and continuous movement, it does not stop for one does 
not favor one, but if we ignore our past days, and our ages past, and forget our work and forgot what 
we deposited our God Almighty does not overlook or forget, breaths a few business and monitored.

A person is under siege from all sides, responsible for all of his time, will face what he did in he was 
in his, and surprise a few minutes his days Age is deposit, science is deposit , and money is deposit, 
and work is also the deposit  and all of us responsible for all that what we have done for ourselves in 
the past year and what we will give this year to come, cycle of life have passed, and another year of 
our lives has passed, this is the situation ..

Wise person taken from the farm where grown harvest goals for them in the past year to achieve these 
goals, the goals are proof of our existence in this universe ... and we are the owners of great potential 
... and we can make a difference in the world from year to another... Yet the goal we seek not only 
to see after our Day of Resurrection ... You know that every creature on the earth is to worship God, 
that goal remains the supreme and top commentator and we will not know the results until the day of 
resurrection.

We ask God to give you and us the highest paradise, and this year to be a year full of blessings.

Amal Ibrahim Al-Wahaibi
Media officer



With the celebrations of the country with the 41 anniversary of the 
National Day , Rural Areas Electricity Company held the event 
for this precious occasion, the ceremony was attended by Eng / 
Hamad bin Salim Al Maghdari GM of the Company and the staff, 
The GM delivered a speech welcoming the attendees and  talked 
about the most important achievements of the Renaissance that 
achieved during this minor period of time in the different fields 
such as health, education, transport, electricity and other under 
the wise leadership of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said.

And he explained with respect to the electricity sector that the capacity of electricity in the beginning of the Renaissance 
was no more than two MW as for the prosperous reign, and with the rapid pace of urbanization in the country amounted to 
four thousand MW, indicating the continuity of the evolution of the electricity sector.

Recently Human Resources Department at the Rural Areas Electricity 
Company held a course within the training plan in the «intensive English 
language» as part of the preparation and qualification of their employees 
through these courses, and continued for three consecutive weeks.
The number of participants in this session was 16 male and female 
employees from various levels of the process. The aim of this session 
in the English language among the staff is to improve language skills in 
writing, speaking and reading, which will also contribute to increased 
engagement of all levels and activation of productivity in the work 
environment.

Within the training plan organized by the Human Resources Department 
in the Rural Areas Electricity Company recently concluded session of 
the «BASICS OF FIRST AID» in cooperation with the National Training 
Institute at Al Khuwair over four consecutive days, The number of 
participants in this session of the staff of the company was 51 employees. 
This course aims to provide them with the principles and the basics of 
first aid where it addressed several main themes including: the objectives 
of first aid, ambulance steps of the injured person and the process of 
respirators by CPR. The program concluded by the practical application 
of concepts and principles by the participants of the course.

Organized the Rural Areas Electricity Company and in cooperation with 
the Public Authority for Social Insurance Card series of lectures on the 
Law of Social Security and for a number of employees subject to social 
security system in each of the main office of the company Al-Khuwair 
and the company›s offices in the governorates of Musandam and Dhofar.
These included lectures also profile the latest developments and 
modifications made to the Social Insurance Law.
The organization of such lectures in order to manage the company to 
spread insurance awareness among its employees and participants showed 
significant interaction and interactive discussion about what is going on 
in this side and expressed the importance of holding such lectures.

Intensive course in English to the staff of the Rural Areas Electricity Company

Introductory lectures on the law of social insurance for employees of the Rural Areas Electricity

Basics first aid course for employees of the Rural Areas Electricity Co.

The Rural Areas Electricity Company(RAECO) 
Celebrated by the 41th  anniversary of the National Day 
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Intensive course in English to the staff of the Rural Areas Electricity Company

Introductory lectures on the law of social insurance for employees of the Rural Areas Electricity

Basics first aid course for employees of the Rural Areas Electricity Co.

2. New Connection (Complex Connection or required 
line Extension )

This type of request requires additional work e.g. an 
electrical survey, the necessary government approvals and 
preparing the technical requirement e.g. Bill of Materials 
before floating the tender. This involves the Projects and 
Procurement departments

3. Electrification 

To process on this request, the department conducts a sit 
visit to the area to check whether it fits the requirement of 
the connection or not. An initial survey is then prepared and 
sent to the Planning Department to complete the process of 
connection. 

6. Internal wiring drawing approval

The internal wiring drawing for the new houses are checked 
and approved by the wiring inspectors and advise will be 
shared with the owner before building the house so that their 
final connection will go through without delay.

7. Disconnection and Reconnection

The disconnection and reconnection of the supply is 
carried out as per the customer request and after he paid the 
required fees, as a last resort RAECo often has to disconnect 
Customers for non payment.

8. Meter inspection

The meters are inspected as per the customer request, as part 
of an audit or randomly to check the performance.

9. Following the collection offices and the meter reading

As part of the Customer Service role we have to chase the 
collection of revenue from Customer, this occurs through 
the ONEIC collection offices and  by follow up by the 
Musandam teams to ensure meters are in factg read and 
that tampering etc. is not taking place. We also check on 
the safety of the meters and connections to protect our 
Customers. The team also follows the meter reading process 
to insure that the actual reading  matches  the input from 
ONEIC.

10. The link between the Company and the Government 
At the region

The department is the focal point between the Company’s 
Departments and the Government Departments at  
Musandam, we send all company request and invoices to 
the relevant government authority.

Rural Areas Electricity Co. represented by Musandam 
Customer Service Department are working hard in a 
professional way in order to met  the company Goals in 
giving the Musandam Regional Customers a service that 
exceeds our Customers’ expectations whilst treating them 

in a fair and an 
equitable manner.

To satisfy the 
Customers and 
to insure a fast & 
easy Service, the 
Department has 
added another two 
offices in Bukha and 
Madha in additional 
to the existing 

offices at Khasab and Dibba.

The Department is also introducing  new techniques for 
serving Customers by changing to the electronic customer 
register, which will be available to all our staff through the 
introduction of the new CRM system. All of our Customers’ 
paper records have been captured electronically in order to 
protect those records and to speed up retrieval of them.

The Musandam Customer Service Department offers 
services to all the Customers at Khasab, Dibba, Bukha, and 
Madha, the total number of Customers in the region 11129 
[about half of RAECo’s Customer base] with a breakdown 
per Willayat as follow:

Sr Area Total number of the customers by 
the end of September 2011

1 Khasab 6023
2 Bukha 1469
3 Dibba 2802
4 Madha 835

The Customer Service offices receive of an average of 100 
customer requests per month these requests are captured and 
then routed to the relevant departs that support Customer 
Service and the Customer, 

here some of the types of  requests received:

1. New Connection (Simple Connection)

This type of request starts by receiving all the required 
documents and ends with a  wiring inspection before 
connection of the service cable and  energy meter can 
proceed. We do this to ensure that the installation is safe for 
the Customer and the RAECo network.

Musandam Customer Service Department
The Rural Areas Electricity Company(RAECO) 

Celebrated by the 41th  anniversary of the National Day 
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15. Issuing Electrician licenses
Electrical wiring work must be done correctly to ensure 
safety for the Customer and the network, therefore to 
protect the Customers  it is very important that we only 
allow licensed electricians to carry out electrical work on 
our Customers premises, in this regards we test and certify 
the electrician.
The department issues the electrician license only after 
conducting a theoretical and practical test, this give our 
customers peace of mind. 
16. Participating in the preparation of the business plan 

and the annual budget.
Only by carrying out a proper planning process can the 
company succeed, with this in mind we participate with the 
other regions and  the other departments in the preparation 
of the business plan and annual budget. From this we also 
generate the Departments KPI’s for the following year.
17. Working with other departments
Customer Service in Musandam cannot deliver great service 
to our Customers without the support and assistance of all the 
other departments in the region, from our other colleagues 
in the other regions and from Head office, great Customer 
service only comes when we all work together focused on 
delivering to the Customer.

11. Represent the company at social activity at Musandam

The department represents the company at many social 
activities and events in Musandam, and also participated in 
many of them.

12. Complaints

The department treats all Customer complaints in a fair 
and reasonable manner.  It  ensures that the investigation of 
Customer complaints is undertaken in a thorough and caring 
manner. Complaints are handled and resolved as quickly 
and equitably as possible.

13. Government Collection

The department collects the monthly billed consumption for 
many of the government departments at the Musandam

14. Following the consumption outstanding

The Customer accounts team follows the collection of 
revenue and informs customers’ regarding outstanding 
amounts,  as a last resort some Customers have their 
service supply disconnected due to non payment. Happily 
Musandam hold the best record in the RAECo for collection 
and intend to improve on that through Customer education.

The word Electricity comes from the Greek word (Electron) Where 
Greek scientist rubs one piece of amber with piece of cloth and 

noted that the objects stick together and it becomes able to 
attract small pieces of cork and paper. Has not been much 
progress in this area till (1672) when (Ottd Von Gorak) has 
produced a more powerful electric charge by raising his 
hand against a ball of sulfur.

The next important step occurred in (1733) when the 
French scientist (Dufay) has discovered the electric charges 

negative and positive. 

The most important developments in this area is the invention of 
the battery in (1800) by (Alessandro volts), This gave the world the 

battery voltage continuously.

Electricity call to any electric current of any circle of entry into force 
of electrons on the electric current when circle be closed.

 By Hamoud AL Rashdi
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various Departments, Preparation of BC Strategies for the 

Departments, Preparation of separate Business Recovery 

Plans (BRP) for the Departments, Preparation of Incident 

Management Plans, Preparation of Crisis Communication 

Plan including formation of a Crisis Management Team 

(CMT), writing of RAECO’s overall Business Continuity 

Plan (BCP) is done.

Stages 1 and 2 mentioned above have been successfully 

completed and RAECO now has its own BC Policy, 

Procedures for Implementation, Business Recovery 

Plans for each Department and a comprehensive BC 

Plan for the Organization in place.

Stage-3

In this stage the actual implementation of the procedures 

takes place.  This is a crucial stage wherein the Resilience of 

RAECO’s 54 Systems will be established and demonstrated 

and BCM will be embedded in RAECO’s Company Culture.

RAECO is the first Company in Electricity Sector in 

Sultanate of Oman to start Business Continuity Management 

(BCM) process to establish the resilience of the Company to 

tackle any kind of incidents and handle all sorts of crisis 

situations affecting the operations of the Company.

BCM in RAECO is carried out in three stages:-

Stage-1

This is the preliminary stage where the emphasis is in 

Program Management, writing the Company’s Business 

Continuity Policy, selection of BC Manager, Deputy 

Manager and BC Coordinators for each Department within 

RAECO, conducting BCM Awareness sessions etc. is done.

Stage-2

In this stage a myriad of activities take place such as 

conducting Risk Analysis for various Departments 

within RAECO, Allocation of Risks, Risk Ranking of 

Assets, Preparation of Business Impact Analysis for 

Business Continuity Management in RAECo

Key Performance Indicators for Measuring Performance
Rural Areas Electricity Company (RAECO) has 
implemented Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) system 
that is used to evaluate the performance and achievements 
of its various Departments. Success in RAECO is defined 
in terms of making progress towards strategic goals as 
well as repeated achievement of some level of operational 
goal. Accordingly, choosing the right KPIs is reliant upon 
having a good understanding of what is important to the 
organization. What is important often depends on the 
department measuring the performance. Key Performance 
Indicators, it is critical to limit them to those factors that are 
essential to the organization reaching its goals. 

Measure performance and set targets: RAECO’s selection 
of key performance indicators (KPIs) has resulted in 
improvement of the business performance. Annual 
measurement of total projects completed on schedule or 
total project completions scheduled for 2011 is a crucial 

determinant of performance thereby getting the most 
from KPIs ultimately to drive future improvements in 
performance.

KPI Plan: The Departments KPIs help an organization 
define and measure progress toward organizational goals. 
The Corporate & Regulatory Compliance Department are 
going to prepare the KPI report; the department evaluates & 
measure KPI as processes below:

1- Gather information of RAECO Departments KPI which 
they are achieved up to date.

2- KPI Information collects, reviews & update. 

3- Compare the Department KPI with Company Business 
plan and document (2011 performance Targets for 
RAECO)

4- Assessment Departmental KPI Archived as fist stage.

5- Generate new KPI report.
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In 2008 the Authority for Electricity Regulation (AER) 
published a Renewable Energy Study that confirmed 
the availability of solar and wind energy resources in 
the Sultanate. According to the study recommendations, 

E-Tendering replace the manual paper-based tender 
processes with electronically facilitated processes based on 
best tendering practices to save time and money. Manual 
tender processes can be long and cumbersome, often taking 
three months or longer, which is costly for both buyer 
and supplier organizations. It includes the exchange of all 
relevant documents in electronic format E-tendering is the 
implementation of electronic bidding process conventional 
in electronic form, using the Internet.

Business benefits:

• Reduced tender cycle-time

• Fast and accurate pre-qualification and evaluation, which 
enables the automatic rejection of suppliers that fail to 
meet the tender specification

• Reduction in the employee intensive tasks of receipt, 

recording and distribution of tender submissions

• Reduction of the paper trail on tendering exercises, 
reducing costs to both councils and suppliers

• Improved audit trail increasing integrity and transparency 
of the tendering process

• Simplified and interactive tendering process & Access to 
E-Tendering solution 24hrs x 7 days

The RAECO is one of the first companies that enter into 
a partnership for e-tendering project.  The company has to 
communicate with the Information Technology Authority 
to open an account for electronic payment to both internal 
tenders of company or through the Tender Board is to pay 
by electronic payment and has been communicating with 
the Tender Board to be trained on the e-tendering program 
and how to work on it.

developers were invited to present proposals for hybrid 
renewable-diesel projects connected to a RAEC rural 
system. Through its Renewable Energy Team, RAEC 
has undertaken great efforts since 2009 toward the 
implementation of the renewable energy strategy. RAECO 
secured around 12 proposals concerning 33 locations for 
implementing renewable energy pilot projects using solar as 
well as wind technologies. RAEC worked closely with the 
AER in finalizing the evaluation of all proposals. AER has 
appointed a specialist consultant to support in evaluating the 
proposals. Developers were also allowed to visit the power 
stations in the pre-suggested locations to help them build up 
their proposals.  RAEC and AER finalized draft agreements 
for PPA or EPC to be signed with investors after taking 
necessary approvals.

E-Tendring

RAECO and Renewable energy in Sultanate of Oman

Authority for Electricity Regulation Location Installed Capacity Technology

2x25 KW wind turbine Masirah-Sharqia 500KW Wind

100 KW PV system
(50 KW thin film & 50 KW mono crystalline

Hij Al-Wusta 100 KW Solar

2x2.1 MW turbines Salh Al Khairat - Dhofar 4,200 KW Wind

292 KW Al Mazyonah - Dhofar 292 KW Solar

1,000 - 1,500 KW project Haima - Al Wusta 1,000 - 1,500 KW Solar

28 KW PV and storage system Al Mathfa - Dhofar 28 KW Solar
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management. Most of them support opportunity tracking, 
contact management, and other functional operations such 
as customer service, task management, marketing campaign 
management, and reporting. A CRM software system 
allows a business to serve the customer better, acquire new 
customers, retain good customers, and to determine which 
customers have to be given high level of service.

Mainly, CRM software systems focus on the areas such as 
personal information gathering and processing, automating 
business processes, and self-service. From managing 
sales leads, controlling email marketing campaigns to 
tracking customer service communication, a CRM software 

system can take many forms. It helps to keep 
all customer records in one central site 

that can be accessed to your whole 
organization through password 

administration.

CRM software systems 
attempt to integrate 

and automate 
a variety of 
customer serving 
processes within 
a company. It can 
be characterized 
by the 
functionalities 

such as 
scalability, 

multiple 
communication 

channels, workflow, assignment, database, and customer 
privacy. Some of the features of CRM software system are 
order tracking, registered and non-registered shopping, order 
history, individual account management, order favorites, 
internal messaging, persistent shopping cart, product 
reviewing, assigned email groups, and product rating.

CRM software system helps businesses of all sizes to 
become more efficient and powerful by enabling them to 
identify, obtain, and retain customers.

By Abdul Wahid Mir
 IT Section

OVERVIEW 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM is a multi-lingual Customer 
Relationship Management software package developed 
by Microsoft. Functionality, flexibility, and familiarity 
combine in Microsoft Dynamics CRM to give you a proven 
solution for successful and fruitful customer relationships. 
Microsoft CRM is a customer relationship management 
(CRM) system that gets used by employees. It is easy to 
operate, easy to deploy, and easy to adapt to the unique 
needs of any company. 

CRM software system is designed to optimize the efficiency 
and effectiveness of any organization’s customer-focused 
business strategy. It facilitates enterprises to 
better manage their customers through 
the preface of reliable systems, 
procedures, and processes. 
The main objectives of 
implementing CRM 
software systems are 
the improvement of 
an organization’s 
revenue stream, 
profitability, 
and customer 
satisfaction.

The evolution 
of CRM 
software systems 
was driven by 
three elements: 
technology, 
integration, and process. They have been used to establish 
better communication with customers. Better communication 
resulted in improved marketing, planning, forecasting, 
campaign management, and problem solving. Today, there 
are a number of CRM software packages on the market. An 
efficient CRM software system comprises methodologies, 
software, strategies, and web-based capabilities that let an 
enterprise to manage and organize customer relationships 
management practices easily and effectively.

WHY TO USE CRM SOFTWARE SYSTEM

CRM software systems provide significant tools for 
automating the entire part of daily business information 

Microsoft Dynamic CRM implementation at RAECO

E-Tendring
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Women here ... Sound and Echo
The electrical wrong wiring and non-

conformity with the specifications 
in the residence or business, 
industrial, educational and other 
major causes of the Electrical 
accidents, where result in damage 

or casualties to the occupants 
of these facilities during the use, 

operation, and the lack of commitment to 
working in the field of electricity instructions Occupational 
Safety and Health during the perform their work is causing 
accidents and injuries, including as well as the lack of 
awareness of preventive matters of occupational health and 
safety of users of electricity and the existence of information 
and misconceptions they have about something may lead to 
their offenses may risk exposure to electricity.

We outline some common mistakes that cause accidents and 
injuries as follows:

1 - Poor electrical wiring

-  Lack of appropriate cables used in electrical wiring of the 
current passing through them.

-  Not putting wires, electrical connections in the isolated 
tubes.

-  Use of External Connections phenomenon and left the 
electrical cables open .

-  Extension of electric wires through doors or windows or 
similar openings or under the carpet

-  The lack of disclosure and periodic testing of the 
extensions and electrical appliances.

-  Download electrical sockets overloaded plug socket on 
multiple devices simultaneously.

- Do not tighten the end of the wire outlet or circuit 
breakers or switches, causing a spark to cause damage. 

Did you know ?
Did you know the benefits of drinking water three times a day?

Contact Person proved scientifically that is thirsty for notification 
of the liver; and paid at the completion of drinking water is falling 
and one sparkle Surprise liver cirrhosis of the liver occurs.

If you have been working on three times the first warning on 
the liver and notice that the water is coming gearing and softer 
Baptlalh not eat cause it.

Causes of electrical faults and accidents
-Non-delivery of metal structures for electrical ground 
(grounding wire).

-  Not checking the electrical loads to ensure their suitability 
for the breakers and wires.

2 - Ignorance and neglect and the futility of children 

-  No way to protect the electrical sockets is not in used to 
protect children from tampering with or removing the 
plug from the socket violently.

-  Touch devices, switches and hands wet with water.

-  Do not disconnect the power cord during an electrical 
maintenance and repair work.

-  Selection of electric equipment and devices is not well-
made.

-  Leaving electrical appliances in the operating mode for a 
long time without attention and not to unplug when you 
leave the house for a long time during the travel and long 
journeys.

3 - The neglect of periodic maintenance and remedial

-  The lack of disclosure and periodic testing extensions and 
electrical appliances.

-  Lack of maintenance of the damaged electrical appliances.

-  Non-replacement of parts and interfaces (protected) 
When you notice sparks out of them during their work.

-  Not checking the electrical loads to ensure their suitability 
for the breakers and wires.

 By Mohamed Masud Al Shahri
Head of Customer Services Dep - Salalah
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By: Ro‘aa Abdul Rahman Al-Farsi : Executive secretary of the GM Office
When we find in the world some countries the women are 
struggling for basic rights and status in life. We find that 
women in my country Oman moved from the base of the 
hierarchy of the most basic humanitarian needs to the 
highest rank in the hierarchy of human needs in a systematic 
and smooth to meet the major requirements to the top of 
the pyramid in the hierarchy of needs and respect for self-
realization of the rights, duties and knowledge needs and 
aesthetic.

Women today in the Sultanate of Oman in turn, to the fullest 
participation in the development of Omani society to prove 
to the world that we are in the Sultanate of Oman advanced 
and civilized society to ensure that all sections of society the 
right and freedom to live in dignity.

Today my country has become thanks to the vision of His 
Majesty Sultan Qaboos bin Said, a modern advanced in all 
areas of humanitarian and a role model in the interest of 

Women got the position in the Rural Areas Electricity Company

Kamla Ali Al Lawati - Manger of The Billing and collection of the company said the woman got a 
good position and prestige in the company. Women in Rural Areas Electricity Company has been able 
to reach the post of Manager and is contributing to advancing the progress and development in the 
electricity sector in the Sultanate. From here the company has a prominent and important role in giving 
the status of women and provided them with the necessary capabilities and resources to turn to the 
fullest.

Rehabilitation and training on the job given to women›s knowledge and confidence to do their 
duty to the fullest

Shaima Saif Al Manee - economic organizing - indicated the company›s rural allocated an annual 
budget for training and rehabilitation of the women. Where the annual scholarship is many of the 
employees to training centers to get the training, qualification and knowledge. She got it on many 
training courses including a course in (Regulatory Affairs - Oxford) and course in (Financial Analysis 
and Planning - Amsterdam), which have been instrumental in refining their skills at work. She explained 
that the importance of filling the gap between theory and practice through training on the job helped her 
a lot in acquiring a broad knowledge and good experience in the workplace.

Trust and justice and professional and encouraging work environment 

Rural Areas Electricity Company Characterized encouraging working environment for women.  

Mrs. Mariam Ali Al Siabi -  recruiting In- charge in the Human Resources Department , she said that 
the company has provided women›s encouraging work environment and motivating through justice and 
professional appreciation and respect for women in all sections and departments of the company. Where 
you find women working in administrative and technical and financial. The company also organized 
events and activities through which honored female employees for excellence in work. The company 
also encourages female employees to creativity and innovation at work.

Women here ... Sound and Echo

women. Which was allocated 17th of October of each year 
in the Sultanate of Oman to be a day of Omani women. To 
prove to the world that women in the Sultanate of Oman 
is an active and important role in supporting sustainable 
development in the Sultanate.

Hence the Rural Areas Electricity Company and the lead 
in supporting the 
development of Omani 
women and concern for 
the advancement to the 
ranks of a prestigious 
company. Where in the 
company examples and 
models for a successful 
women and partner 
in the development 
process in the Sultanate, including, for example:

 Omani WomenSelf-
perceived

Respect the needs

The need for love and belonging

Need for safety and security

The vital needs

Causes of electrical faults and accidents
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Young Talent (Professional Photographer)

• Upgrade the project of Haima primary substation (1133/ kV) AL-WUSTA Governorate

Currently we are upgrading Haima primary substation in AL-WUSTA 
Governorate for two numbers of transformers with a capacity of 12 M.W and 
constructing of 33 K.V line to feed the power supply to a AL-SAHMA camp 
of royal forces at a total cost of 1,124, 962 R.O and the work will be finish in 
mid-April 2012.

• Completion of the project of establishing a new power plant 
production in AL- KHADRAH in AL-GAZER 

Currently we are upgrading Haima primary substation in AL-WUSTA 
Governorate for two numbers of transformers with a capacity of 12 M.W and 
constructing of 33 K.V line to feed the power supply to a AL-SAHMA camp 
of royal forces at a total cost of 1,124, 962 R.O and the work will be finish in 
mid-April 2012.

• Power plant expansion project in Khasab in Musandam Governorate by adding a new generator of 
8X 1 MW

For the purpose of covering the overload demand in KHASAB in MUSANDAM Governorate the company currently 
adding new power generating unit capacity of 8 MW and has reached the cost of this project RO 2,630,052 and will be 
completed by the end of this year. 

PROJECTS

At present the Musandam Governorate have several small local network systems in isolated operation, fed by individual 
power plants, equipped with diesel engine driven generators. The complete power generation and distribution network 
system in Musandam Governorate is being operated by RAECO.

RAECO has initiated a prestigious project to develop Power Transmission Network system for Musandam Governorate 
covering construction of 100 KM 132kV Overhead Transmission Line from Tibat to Khasab and Dibba and 3 Nos. 
13211/33/kV Grid Substations at corresponding locations. The Transmission Network will be fed from 120 MW Central 
Gas Fired Power Station being built at Tibat by IPP developer.

This project shall utilize the existing natural gas reserve available in West Bukha field to generate electricity centrally and 
thereby eliminating the operation of small diesel based power stations. The proposed transmission network system shall 
also be more reliable and secure than the existing one.   

The project is estimated to cost approximately 45 million Omani Rials with the major cost attributed to the 132kV O/H 
Transmission line through the difficult mountainous terrain of Musandam Governorate. 

RAECO have appointed WorleyParsons (WP) as their design consultants to exercise the Front End Engineering and Design 
(FEED) and prepare the Tender Documents for the EPC project of 132kV Overhead Transmission Lines and associated 
13233/kV Grid Substations. The EPC project Tender Documents has been submitted to Tender Board for their review. The 
award of contract to the EPC contractor is anticipated by Q3 2012 and subsequently the completion of project by Q4 2014 
(26 months from the award of contract).

First project network feeding electricity using gas in Musandam
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Computer - What do you know about?

Computer is one of the most important necessities of life in 
the current era of us do not know this device, which sit in 
front of most of our time, We use it in most of the affairs of 
our lives until now accompanies us 
at all times may find a companion for 
us in our work and in our knowledge 
and even in our house, We need to 
recognize it more clearly .

The most important components of a 
computer

1.  Hardware 

2. Software

First: Hardware is divided into four sections:

1. Input Devices: keyboard, mouse.. 
Etc.

2. Processors: the processor is 
a reason for your computer 
(Central Processing Unit), and 
the acronym stands for a CPU.

3. Storage devices: hard disk (hard 
disk, CD, DVD, flash memory, etc. ..)

4. Output devices: monitor, printer, speakers ... Etc.

Computer receive the entered data through the input devices, 
and then process commands and requests through the 
processing equipment, and then stored on storage devices, 
or out on the output devices, and all this is done through 
programs designed to facilitate these processes.

What happens when we turn on the computer?

The wizard to download 
informattion that is basic 
commands needed to run 
the operating system, 
for example (Windows 
7), through the memory 
symbolized by the 
memory ROM - is a shortcut from (Read Only Memory) 
any read-only memory - and through hard disk to the RAM, 
symbolized by the acronym RAM, short for Random Access 
Memory.

When we ask the computer 
to open a particular program 
and use the wizard to 
download the program 
from the hard disk  to the 
RAM memory that we have 
mentioned earlier, then 
when you decide to save 
our work, the wizard do the opposite, where the transfer 
of information to be saved, the memory RAM to the hard 
drive, and so on.

Followed in the next issue ..

Hobby of photography I play it since childhood and I still play it now and more to the 
times in which I practice this hobby in the holidays and leisure, which attracted me in 
this hobby diversity of terrain in our dear country Oman and the beauty and splendor 
of nature.

There are some obstacles in the practice of this hobby, such as imaging tools and some 
software processing of the images and lack of knowledge and know-how adequate 
it and I hope in the near future, God willing, I will joined some of the lessons and 
courses to refine and develop this hobby and get better tools and high quality image 
capture, and these are some pictures of imaging may be that you like it if some of the 
very modest thing.

Salim Rashid Al-Salmani
(Billing & Collection - 

Section Head)

Young Talent (Professional Photographer)

PROJECTS
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The Wahhaj .. Cartoon series to rationalize the consumption of the 
Electricity and to promote ways of Safety and Security

The character, Wahhaj is a slogan adopted by the company 
and adopted by the official bodies that the intellectual 
property of the company. It is compatible also with a 
magazine company, which bears the name of Wahhaj and 
published every six months.

After the success of the previous advertisment in September 
2010 and who carried a specific message to all member of 
the society. They guide people from the consumption of 
electrical energy and methods of use, safety and security 
risks of electricity. Where at least a lot of admiration from 
all groups and was very useful to know what people mean 
correct concept of electricity and how to use it the right way 
and also maintained.

From here evolved the idea of producing a cartoon series            
“Wahhaj” a year ago, after the overwhelming response 
by viewers on the ad. Which prompted the company to 
complete the idea to be multiple episodes, targeted and be 
more display View the duration longer than the previous 
declaration. The work consists of character, Wahhaj is 
the basic character and two brothers Qusai, and Taif. And 
continued to display throughout the month of Ramadan, 
where he was made up of fifteen workshop focused on three 
key ideas raised during these workshops are:

First objective: is that Wahhaj defines the concept of 
electricity to the public, because everyone uses electri-city 
and the need for everyone to be aware of the knowledge of 
right from the concept has so far unaware of some of the 
concept of electricity.

The second objective: 
focus on the risks 
in terms of that 
electricity as much as 
it loved is something 
fundamental in human 
life now but still take 
the risk and in some 
cases lead to death, in the event of a shortage of security 
procedures and electrical safety.

The third and final: the focus was on the process of 
rationalization of consumption, have been allocated a special 
episode first aid, and in one of these episodes episode occur 
by lightning electric because of poor use of electricity, which 

indicates that the method is wrong in the use of electricity 
leads to a problem and access to risk.

This is an animated 
series (Wahhaj ) series of 
educational purposefully 
includes all ages can big 
and small watch and take 
advantage of it, as the 
dialogue on the characters 
in the episodes where a bit 

of humor in order to not be just a dialogue strictly affects 
the viewer bored of it and also Wahhaj instructs and advises 
families and children a lot of useful information. As we can 
see some of the families are not attention to their children so 
that children playing devices connected to the network and 
this great danger, so the series has a way of comic satire.

The support by 80% in this work from companies operating 
in the electricity sector, namely, (Global Chemical and 
Maintenance Systems, Al Jood Est for Trading and 
Contracting, Oman National Engineering and Investment, 
V tech Obaj (Oman Branch), Larsen and Toubro, Abu-Hilal 
Al Rashdi Trading and Contracting, United Engineering 

Projects) they have the 
thanks and appreciation.

General manager and Press 
officer are overseeing of 
each episode has been 
implemented by the Stom 
Company for artistic 

production. This supervision from the materials to perform 
the work and also expressions of classical Arabic, so that was 
be understood by all viewers, and also an easy expression 
for all age groups.

The company ambition of this work is to achieve its goals 
for the previous explanation and definition of the company 
through Wahhaj character , and coming well known in all 
regions of the Sultanate by offering some sort of education 
for all segments of society for electrical energy, company 
is carrying out a study to develop Wahhaj character, where 
they are known to all Company subscribers and others.

The risks we take in our everyday life

ALWAYS REMEMBER A SAFE ENVIRONMENT IS A PLACE YOU ARE HAPPY TO WORK IN
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The Wahhaj .. Cartoon series to rationalize the consumption of the 
Electricity and to promote ways of Safety and Security I started this article by wanting to share with you Risk 

Assessments and how they impact on the working 
environment, but an experience whilst driving to work has 
changed my intention.

I want to share my experience with you, I hope that I 
can convey to you what happened as relating an accident 
scenario is difficult with words alone, let me try.

I was travelling to work; we were delayed because a JCB 
was in front of the queue with one of those construction 
lorries’ directly behind him.

The queue came to a halt and because of the size of the lorry 
in front I could not see the reason for the hold up.

A pickup truck was travelling behind me; when the queue 
stopped he pulled out and overtook us all.

When he was passing the construction lorry, I could then see 
that the JCB in front of the queue was turning left into the 
path of the overtaking pickup.

Only the slowness of the JCB’s manoeuvre prevented a 
collision, it allowed space for the pickup to swing left and 
miss the JCB.

Travelling in the pickup were five persons, I assume 
employees of the company vehicle they were travelling in. 

OK, no accident, no impact, but what was the risk the driver 
took. We do not have to look at WHY, that is not part of 
this discussion, we do have to look at LIKELIHOOD & 
CONSEQUENCE, by his actions what could have happened.

LIKELIHOOD - is defined as the number of times a 
hazardous event can occur over a period of time. e.g. how 
often will a car accident happen in your street, or, what are 
the chances of me being involved in an accident.

CONSEQUENCE, the likely result of the event taking 
place, with minor or serious damage to the car, or, minor or 
serious injury.

If the driver in the pickup continues to drive in the same 
fashion, the likelihood is that he will have an accident, and 
if he continues to put himself against a JCB or lorry the 
consequences he will be seriously injured.

REMEMBER: There is risk in everything we do, BUT, we 
can have an influence on the outcome. We can:

Be Patient

Do not use a mobile phone when driving (mobiles have the 
feature to log missed calls, rather have a MISSED CALL 
than a FATAL ACCIDENT).

Do not allow your children to stand up in a vehicle. At 
all times have them seated in a correct seat for children or 
wearing a seatbelt.

Speeding, if you are late for an appointment, rather be late 
for the appointment than early at the hospital.

In the MUSCAT DAILY – 14 killed in road accidents in 
Oman, 24 – 30 September 2011.

I downloaded this information from the internet.

OMAN has one of the worst records for road accidents, 
between 2000 – 2008, six thousand (6000) men, women 
and children have lost their lives in car accidents. Seventy 
thousand (70 000) injured some disabled for life.

As the driver of vehicle you have the responsibility for 
everyone inside.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY FOR THE 
OFFICE AND AT HOME

Let me remind 
you all, at the 
office or at home

Maintain all 
flexible cords 
and cables in good 
condition and use safely

You must:

• Perform visual inspections on 
portable cord, plug-connected 
equipment and extension cords 
before use. 

Defects and damage to look for 
include: 

- Loose parts.

- Deformed or missing pins.

- External defects and damage.

- Damage to the outer covering or insulation.

- Pinched or crushed covering or insulation that might 
indicate internal damage.

 By Terence Sheppard
Health & Safety Environment Advisor

The risks we take in our everyday life

ALWAYS REMEMBER A SAFE ENVIRONMENT IS A PLACE YOU ARE HAPPY TO WORK IN
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Employee of the month
March April May

Mr. Ali  Abdullah Al Jazmi 
Sr. Eng. Operation & Maintenance
Musandam Network Department

Mr. Said Suhail Al Kathiri
Connection Supervisor - Group 1
Dhofar Customer Services Dept.

Ms. Maryam Ali Al Siyabi
Recruitment Officer

H. R. Services Department
June July August

Mr. Sameer Saleh Al Fahdi
Technical Lead (Infrastructure)
RC & Corporate Service Dept.

(IT Section)

Mr. Badar Abdullah Al-Mahrouqi
Budget Planner

Finance Department

Mr. Abdullah Hamood  AL - Maskari 
Environment Section Head 

HSE Department

September October November

Mr. Abdul Wahid Mir
Technical Lead (Applications)
RC & Corporate Service Dept.

(IT Section)

Mr. Hatam Ali Al Saidi
Maintenance Engineer

Dhofar Technical Affairs Dept.

Mr. Bader Abdullah Al Amri
Administrative Officer

Administration Department

December

Mr. Hamid Abdul Rahman Al Habashi
Maintenance Engineer

Dhofar Technical Affairs Dept.
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